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TIN TILES TODAY

The versatility and fire resistance of tin make it ideal for ceilings
and backsplashes, however, it is the sheer WOW factor that makes
tin tiles the go-to product for homeowners, DIYers, architects,
decorators, and designers. Today, you’ll find beautiful tin tiles
everywhere, from kitchens, foyers, basements and accent walls,
to bars, restaurants, and retail spaces, where they add a touch of
elegance and class.
We invite you to browse through this catalog for design ideas.
For even more inspiration please visit our online inspirations
gallery at www.vintagepressedceilings.co.za - There you will find
hundreds of beautiful photographs which capture a wide variety of
tin pressed ceiling installations.
Please contact us to learn more about how easy and affordable it
is to have the tin ceiling or tin project of your dreams.

MADE IN AMERICA

Pattern #3 | Molding C3 | Gold Washed White

Vintage Pressed Ceilings has sourced authentic, genuine pressed
tin tiles from an experienced producer in the industry. Made in the
USA, from start to finish, everything is manufactured in Florida.
This allows us to provide high-quality, American made products
with the best pricing possible and outstanding customer service.
Our pressed tiles are the real deal – .010 tin-plated steel. Don’t
settle for anything less than the best.
We currently supply over 40 patterns in 50+ colors. We are pleased
to offer our affordable sample pack program which lets you choose
the colors you are considering for your project. This enables you
to view our remarkable product in your home before making your
selection.

Call Sidney: +27 63 472 6750 or Ryan: +27 82 376 0844
Visit our website on www.vintagepressedceilings.co.za
QUALITY WORTH FOLLOWING
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Pattern #35 | Backsplash | Stainless Steel Gloss

AN AFFORDABLE WAY TO GET SPECTACULAR RESULTS

Vintage Pressed Ceilings makes it easy and affordable to create the tin project of your dreams. Both modern and nostalgic,
tin has become a sought-after design element for various installations. Our tin pressed panels create spectacular results.

CEILING INSTALLATION

Tin Pressed Ceilings have begun a recent revival thanks to updated patterns & colour options that
speak to the trends and aesthetics of today’s consumer.
We offer three installation options; Nail-Up, Drop-In and our patented Snap-Lock™ system. To decide which installation
option is right for you, call one of our expert Design Consultants on Sidney: +27 63 472 6750 or Ryan: +27 82 376 0844.

Nail-Up

Nail-Up panels are ideal for ceilings as well
as vertical installations such as backsplashes,
wainscoting, and walls. Panels can be applied
directly over plywood or furring. Each panel
has a ¼” nail-rail which allows for even spacing
and easy installation. For backsplash or vertical
application, panels can be simply adhered to
the wall with construction adhesive.

Snap Lock™

Our patented Snap-Lock system is designed for
use over any ceiling material including plaster,
drywall or popcorn ceilings. The interlocking flange system screws directly into your
surface, eliminating the need for furring strips.
This installation is the number one option for
renovation projects in homes with popcorn
ceilings as no scraping is required!

Drop-In

For use in any 2’ x 2’ ceiling grid system, our
Drop-In ceiling tiles fit all standard 2’ x 2’ grids
with a 9/16” or 15/16” suspended grid system.
For easy uniform installation, our flat recessed
edges ensure each panel sits flush within the
grid on all sides. If your current grid is 2’ x 4’
ask us about our T-bar conversion pieces.

Acoustical Drop-In

Designed with special auditory properties, our
new extra microperforated Drop-In tiles offer
superior sound performance by significantly
reducing room echo. This unique feature is
ideal for home theatres and basement
installations. Available in most patterns, the
sound absorbing holes are ultra-tiny to avoid
compromising the beauty and style of the
tiles.
DESIGN TIP: While any pattern is available for ceiling installations, for aesthetic reasons we suggest single pattern tiles for taller ceiling heights and smaller, repeat pattern
tiles for shorter ceilings.

BACKSPLASH INSTALLATION

It’s hard to imagine a faster, easier, or more
affordable way to add beauty and sophistication
to your kitchen, bar, bathroom or bedroom.
Designed to be as aesthetically pleasing as they are functional, tin
backsplashes can protect your walls from all kinds of wear and tear.
With our easy to install, durable, washable, and fire-resistant tin
tiles it’s entirely possible to go from bland to beautiful in just a few
hours!
Our Nail-Up tiles make it easy and can be simply glued to your wall
with construction adhesive. With over 50 colours to choose from
we’re sure you’ll find just what you’re looking for.
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Pattern #19 | Copper Brushed Bronze

FREE DESIGN SERVICES & EXPERT HELP

We’re happy to help you choose and customize your tin project
with assistance in selecting patterns, colours, moldings and trim.
We’ll discuss what you like, what you need, and what you have
questions about while exploring different ways to approach your
project. We’ll help create a plan just for you.
DESIGN TIP: We suggest 6” repeating patterns for backsplash applications, as the pattern
allows you to cut the panel to accommodate space between your cabinets and
countertops.(Suggested patterns: 3, 17, 19, 20, 21, 27, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, F1, F2).
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WAINSCOTING & SPECIAL PROJECTS

For a unique design element when installing wainscoting and for inspired DIY projects, our “Nail-Up”
tiles offer the greatest versatility and can be applied with construction adhesive.
With the ability to use construction adhesive rather than nails, these tiles are great for installing over drywall, wood and plywood.
The “¼” nail-rail” that runs around the perimeter of each panel ensures perfectly spaced overlap for quick and easy installation.
Whether it’s a wall covered in single or multi-patterned tiles for a dramatic statement, a traditional wainscoting application in a
dining room or kitchen, a decorative accent to a cabinet or your favorite piece of furniture, such as a headboard or bookcase –
Your imagination is your only limitation!

WE’LL HELP YOU GET THE JOB DONE RIGHT

We want you to be satisfied with your completed project. Our expert Design
Consultants are just a phone call away, and our website is always available. We
have a range of colour-matched switch plates (perfect for backsplash installations),
an online inspiration gallery Vintage Pressed Ceilings has you covered. You can also
request a DIY Installation brochure from our website.
Visit us at VintagePressedCeilings.co.za

PATTERNS

We have 40 patterns to choose from! We offer filler patterns for transitioning between full tile patterns
and the outer perimeter of a ceiling application. In addition to the patterns shown, we also offer blank,
non-pattern tiles for Drop-In installations. All tiles are nominally 24” x 24” square. Patterns are shown
in Brushed Satin Nickel.

Pattern Exclusions: Nail-Up N/A in Pattern 34 | Snap Lock™ N/A in Patterns 7, 9, 15, 33, 34, 39, 40, 41, F1, F2 | Acoustical Panels N/A in Patterns 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 22, 26, 28, 29, 33, 34

DESIGN TIP: For backsplash installations we suggest the following patterns: 3, 17, 19, 20, 21, 27, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, F1, F2

COLOURS

With over 50 colours to choose from it’s easy to create the ceiling or project of your dreams. Mix and
match patterns to bring added dramatic interest to your designs, or keep it simple and understated. It’s
entirely up to you! We have a wide variety of coordinating switch plate covers (perfect for wall
or backsplash installations) to complement your panels.

NEED HELP?

Our expert Design Consultants are available
8AM–8PM EST M-F, and are ready to help you design,
layout and order materials needed for your project.
Visit www.vintagepressedceilings.co.za

LOOKING FOR SAMPLES?
Having trouble picking the perfect color?
Visit our website VintagePressedCeilings.co.za
for pricing and information on our custom and
pre-made sample packs.

ARTISAN FINISHES

Our Artisan finishes are the perfect choice for creating a dramatic and decorative statement in your
room. These eye-catching color combinations enhance the natural beauty and pattern of each tile,
creating a distinct and designer appeal. With our quality assured, multi-step process, each tile is
powder coated, hand painted and distressed with precision care by skilled artists. Tiles are then
sealed to ensure a lasting beauty.

DESIGN TIP: Lighter color panels can help ceilings appear higher if you have dark walls, and the opposite is
true if you have light walls. 6” or 12” repeating patterns will also make rooms appear larger.

MOULDING

All moulding comes in 4’
lengths and is available
in all colours.

LARGEST SELECTION
AVAILABLE

We offer 40 beautiful
patterns and 50+ color choices,
including the most appealing
Artisan finishes. Custom patterns
and colors are also available with
low set-up costs
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“We wanted to create a feeling of the past, like something
that had been there for years, and resurfaced many times
over. Tin tiles gave us that sense of longevity.”
– Mickey B.

Multiple Patterns | Custom Colours

QUICK DELIVERY

At Vintage Pressed Ceilings we
import quality tin pressed panels.
This enables us to deliver a
high quality
American-made product
with the best pricing available,
directly to your home!

Pattern #15 | Creamy White Satin

Pattern #15 | Artisan Gold Brushed Bronze

“My clients say that it is one of the most ‘talked about’
materials in their home - friends are always commenting
and asking about it. I have been an interior designer for
30 years and am always looking for new and interesting
products. Vintage Pressed Ceilings is great!”
– Jill W.

Pattern #1 | Stainless Steel Gloss

EXPERT ADVICE

We provide expert phone
consultations to assist in design,
layout and product selection for
any project, regardless of size or
complexity. Post-sale installation
questions are always welcome.

Pattern #2 | Artisan Copper with Tuscan Bronze
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Pattern #5 | Stainless Steel Gloss

CALL US:

Sidney: +27 63 472 6750
Ryan: +27 82 376 0844

EMAIL US:

sales@vintagepressedceilings.co.za
As leaders in the industry we have
over 30 year experience as suppliers
of quality pressed ceilings.
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Literature Disclaimer: Presentations in this br brochure or any other Vintage Pressed Ceilings publications are correct to the best of our knowledge at time of preparation. We
provide this information in an advisory capacity only. Any advisory recommendations given in our publications must be modified to conform with local codes, conditions and
specifications. We reserve all rights to amend any information published in our literature without additional notice. American Tin Ceilings can not be held responsible or liable
for the selection nor application of our products.

